
light, and the sun visor. A radio still was
not included.

By 1973 standards, the RS was a certi-
fied rocket. Published reports in the Eng-
lish magazine Autocar had the RS, with
the Touring package, scampering to 60
mph in 5.5 seconds and topping out at 149
mph. A 1970 Ferrari 365GTB/4 Daytona
we tested in 1984 hit 60 mph in an even
quicker 5.2 seconds and ran to 161 mph.

If you can stomach a sickening, axle-
hopping launch, the GT2 literally bounds
down the road, hitting 60 mph in 3.8 sec-
onds and blowing through the quarter-mile
in 12 seconds flat at 121 mph. Top speed
is limited not by drag but by engine revs
as the GT2 eagerly spins the tach to red-
line in sixth gear at 194 mph. The less-
expensive 911 Turbo is just 0.1 second
behind on its way to 60 mph (3.9 seconds),
turns the quarter in 12.3 seconds at 116
mph, and tops out at 192 mph.

Our flogging venue was GingerMan
Raceway in South Haven, Michigan, a
sinewy 1.8-mile road course with a mixed
bag of turns ranging from simple right

angles to a sinister 90-mph double-hairpin
that demands both stability and cojones to
get through quickly. With plenty of flat,
safe runoff, the track is perfect for testing
any car’s limits.

We didn’t find any evilness in the GT2.
Once you learn to compensate for the extra
kick of the turbos, the car is a high-speed
pussycat. It only fishtails when provoked.
In fact, this Porsche feels as if it wants to

polish off turns quickly so you can plant
the gas and make use of the endless thrust.
In a long 90-mph increasing-radius
hairpin, the GT2 is completely stable but
understeers more than we’d like. As the
turn widens and you press the throttle, the
front end lifts and starts to push wide, so
you end up backing off to stay on trajec-
tory. Lifting off the gas in mid-turn is a
driving-school no-no, but the GT2 brushes
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rpm, and torque increases 42 pound-feet
to 457 at 3500 rpm.

The suspension is lowered and stiff-
ened, an adjustable rear anti-roll bar and
adjustable spring perches are added, and
the rubber suspension bushings are
replaced with metal ones. Porsche’s
weight-saving (nine pounds per wheel)
ceramic brake rotors come standard.
There’s also new, snazzier bodywork: a
front air dam and bumper—it’s devoid of

the Turbo’s unfortunate nipples—and a
manually adjustable, nontelescoping rear
wing. The sheetmetal and glass thick-
nesses are unchanged, and the GT2 retains
the CD player, power windows and locks,
a trip computer, and two sun visors with
vanity mirrors.

What you don’t get on the GT2 is four-
wheel drive, the stability-management
system, a sunroof, or the wishful-thinking
rear seats. The missing four-wheel-drive

system contributes the lion’s share of the
GT2’s 179-pound weight saving over the
3500-pound Turbo.

But we’re getting off the point. If the
GT2 is today’s wildest Porsche, does that
mean it’s a return to the evil tail-swapping
911s of yesteryear? And what about that
RS? Was its reputation for spinning at the
slightest provocation deserved? We
arranged a GT2 for a late-November test
and began our search for a 1973 RS.

The 1973 Carrera RS was never sold
stateside, so you can imagine our relief
when we located a generous owner,
Conrad Meier, of Grosse Pointe, Michi-
gan. He agreed to let us flog his treasure
for a day in return for a set of Bridgestone
Potenza S-03 tires—and notoriety in Car
and Driver. Meier bought his RS in Ger-
many and jumped through the required
hoops to bring the car stateside in 1983. It
has only 25,000 kilometers (15,538 miles)
on the clock.

Meier’s RS has the Touring package,
an interesting sidebar to the RS story. To
comply with the racing requirements, all
RSs had to leave the factory as described
above—essentially stripped. Porsche,
however, offered a $780 dealer-installed
Touring package that returned much of the
weight and many of the convenience items,
such as a glove-box lid, carpets, a trunk
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1973 PORSCHE $10,300/ SOHC 12-valve flat-6; 164 cu in (2687cc); 207 bhp @ 6300 rpm/ 5-speed manual/ 2400 41.2/58.8
911 CARRERA $11,080 aluminum block, crankcase, and heads; 188 lb-ft @ 5100 rpm 3.18, 1.83, 1.26, 0.93, 0.72/
RS (1973) Bosch continuous mechanical fuel injection 11.6 lb/bhp 37, 64, 93, 127, 149/

4.43

2002 PORSCHE $184,955/ twin-turbocharged and intercooled DOHC 456 bhp @ 5700 rpm/ 6-speed manual/ 3321 36.7/63.3
911 GT2 $184,955 24-valve flat-6, 220 cu in (3600cc), aluminum 457 lb-ft @ 3500 rpm 3.82, 2.05, 1.41, 1.12, 0.92, 0.75/

block and heads, Bosch Motronic ME7.8 7.3 lb/bhp 38, 71, 103, 130, 158, 194/
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